
Chemistry
Lesson Plan



�Enzymes�

Subject:
• Science: Chemistry - Enzymes

Level:
• Grades 8-12

Abstract:
• Catalysts are critical for the maintenance and stabilization of chemical

reactions. Enzymes are an important category of organic catalysts.
Without the presence of enzymes, life systems could not function.

• Catalysts lower the activation energy required for chemical reactions.
They also accelerate or stabilize the rate of reactions to conserve energy.
Catalysts can be organic or inorganic; catalysts themselves are not worn
out during reactions, although they can be degraded by temperature or
pH changes, as can any chemical.

• As part of living systems, enzymatic reactions are optimized for certain
temperatures, pH gradients, and concentrations. We will identify and
manipulate enzymes responsible for many key reactions in living systems,
measure the rates of reactions that occur, and optimize the rates of
reaction for temperature, pH, and concentration.

• We will visualize enzymes and other proteins using computer models and
identify their presence in common foods using consumer labeling.

Invitation:
• The Better Cheddar problem.  Teacher takes one Better Cheddar cracker

with a pair of tongs and lights it on fire. (Other crackers will work, but the
fat content in the Better Cheddar makes a great visual display). �Here�s
your body digesting a cracker for energy. How much time does it take to
digest and how much energy can you harvest from this digestion
process�?

• �What�s wrong with this picture as I just demonstrated it?� (Teacher will
get answers such as �it�s too hot for your body�, or �it doesn�t last long
enough�, or �it wastes too much energy.�) Write these answers on the
board.

• �Another way we can digest this is to leave it out for a long period of time
and let it break down on its own. This takes place at room temperature.
Anyone care to wait around for the energy you need?�



• �What are the characteristics of a reaction to make it useful?� Do a
think/pair/share here to generate responses. (We have to be able to
manage the time and conditions like temperature, we have to be able to
harvest a higher proportion of the energy, etc.)

• �What if we have to clean up waste products in a reaction?�  Show a dirty
rag. Pour bleach on it in a dish. �Will this work?� �Why can�t we drink
bleach?� (Again, wait for responses to the need to stabilize body
chemistry within acceptable limits.)  Read bleach label warnings on
ingesting bleach.

• �Well, you�ve already gone a long way to understanding how enzymes
work in our bodies. Let�s investigate some specific reactions. . .�

Situations:
• Where: Classroom/laboratory, and home

• When: Five to class periods

• How Long: Five days in class, plus homework/lab report writing time

Tasks:
• Task 1: Students discuss the Better Cheddar problem as a metaphor for

understanding the need to regulate chemical reactions (20 minutes).

• Task 2: Working individually or in pairs, students complete the
amylase/starch lab. (See attachment for lab directions (20 minutes).
Students can finish the questions for homework or in class after cleaning
up from the lab.

• Task 3: Working in pairs, students complete the detergent lab (one class
period). Students use Excel to record results (see sample spreadsheet)
and calculate ratios. (See Attachment for lab directions.) Use step sheet
for Excel 4 and 5 as needed.

• Task 4: Before beginning the next lab, check for student understanding
and progress in using Microsoft Excel to make their data tables, perform
ratio calculations, and construct graphs of the data.  Working in groups of
three, students complete the Bean juice lab (one class period). Students
record their results in Excel and use Chart Wizard to display results as
part of the lab report. (See attachment for lab directions.) Use step sheet
for Excel 4 and 5 as needed.



• Task 5: Working in groups of three or four, students complete the liver
lab (one class period). (See attachment for lab directions.) Students
graph results using Chart Wizard to create a 3-dimensional bar graph of a
matrix of results. Use step sheet for Excel 4 and 5 as needed.

• Task 6: Students use RasMol molecular visualization software to examine
three-dimensional structure of various enzymes and proteins and predict
function from evident structures. Students examine examples
downloaded from the Internet site listed below in web resources, or
others located through search engines. (Note: Teachers should download
the RasMol freeware from the web resource listed below and familiarize
themselves with the step sheet for Using RasMol prior to student use.)

• Task 7: Students write a report on enzymes and their function.  See
attachment called �Final Report: Enzymes�.

Interactions:
• Full Class: introduction/invitation, comparing and assembling results

from labs, peer review of reporting, instruction prior to labs

• Partners: Think/pair/share during introduction period, detergent lab,
using RasMol.

• Small Group: bean juice lab, liver lab, students combining results from
various lab for accuracy

• Individual: Amylase lab, written lab reports and culminating report. 

Standards:
Chemistry
6. SOLUTIONS
d. Students know how to calculate the concentration of a solute in terms of
grams per liter, molarity, parts per million, and percent composition.
8. REACTION RATES: 
Chemical reaction rates depend on factors that influence the frequency of
collision of reactant molecules. As a basis for understanding this concept:
1. A. Students know the rate of reaction is the decrease in concentration of

reactants or the increase in concentration of products with time.
2. B. Students know how reaction rates depend on such factors as

concentration, temperature, and pressure.
1. C. Students know the role a catalyst plays in increasing the reaction rate.



Organic Chemistry
• Students know large molecules (polymers), such as proteins, nucleic

acids, and starch, are formed by repetitive combinations of simple
subunits.

Biology/Cell Biology
1. Students know enzymes are proteins that catalyze biochemical reactions

without altering the reaction equilibrium and the activities of enzymes
depend on the temperature, ionic conditions, and the pH of the
surroundings.

Assessment:
• Assessment 1: Lab reports for bean juice lab and liver lab and soap lab

(see lab report rubric)

• Assessment 2: Culminating report describing all activities

• Rubric: Lab report rubric (attached); culminating report rubric (attached)

Tools: (per class)
• 60 test tubes/10 test tube racks or 60 small plastic cups (5 oz)
• Mortar and pestle
• Sand
• Supermarket liver (about a pound will last for 5 classes)
• Potato
• 1 liter hydrogen peroxide
• 30 petri dishes with starch agar (20 grams agar plus 2 grams starch to a

liter of water will get you about 50-60 dishes.)
• 15 petri dishes with Jello prepared (Use Jello  jiggler method or use 1/2

volume of water in preparation, Jello will be nice and hard.)
• 6 different kinds of dish detergent in squeeze bottles; one bottle has

water for control.
• 1 hot plate per group
• 1 ice bucket per group
• Lemon juice, vinegar, or 0.1 M HCL
• Ammonia or 0.1M NAOH
• 1 liter water
• 1 pound pinto beans, soaked overnight. Discard beans, use bean juice for

lab.
• 1% I2KI
• Straws
• Cotton swabs
• Millimeter rulers



• pH meters or strips
• Beam balance or scale per group
• Computer(s) with Internet access
• 20 graduated cylinders (10 ml)
• Metric ruler (1 per group)
• Droppers
• Thermometers
• Ice buckets
• Cornstarch
• Zip lock baggies
• Permanent markers

Project Tips and Alternatives:
Tip#1:
Bean juice lab replaces the bovine catalase lab in the AP series or is a direct
lead-in to that lab.

Tip #2:
Prepare bean juice the night before; prepare starch agar dishes and Jello
dishes the day before. The detergent lab is the only one for which you will
have to wait for results.

Tip #3:
Liver lab: mash 1/3 of the liver in advance to cut down on the mess.

Tip #4:
Download RasMol and images beforehand in case Internet connection is slow
or breaks. This is a low memory, free program that can be downloaded along
with thousands of available images.

Attachments:
• "Amylase/Starch Lab:  Teachers' Notes"
• "Detergents Lab:  Teachers' Notes and Preparation "
• "Bean Juice Lab:  Teachers' Notes and Preparation"
• "Liver Lab:  Teachers' Notes and Preparation"
• "Sample Lab Result Tables"
• "Lab Report Rubric"
• "Final Report Rubric"
• "Final Report:  Enzymes"
• "Step Sheet:  Composing a Great Lab Report"
• "Step Sheet:  Using RasMol"



Web Resources � Content:
• Getting and Installing RasMol

http://www.umass.edu/microbio/rasmol/getras.htm

• Protein Data Bank Archives
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/

Web Resources � Excel:
• A list of linked web resources for Excel can be found on the Excel

Resources page.

Assistive Technology:
• Please refer to the Assistive Technology section for information on

methods and devices to help ensure that all students have access to the
curricula in the least restrictive environment.

http://www.umass.edu/microbio/rasmol/getras.htm
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/
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